
Control Variables β Control Variables β

Graphic Design 1.35 Video Present 0.60
Theater 0.57 Food 0.48
Games 0.33 Documentary 0.32
Updates Count 0.25 Art 0.13
FB∗ Connected 0.13 Board & Card Games 0.12
Webseries 0.11 Fashion 0.05
Pledge levels 0.05 Periodical 0.04
Animation 0.01

Table 5. The 15 control variables which have non-zero predictive power
to signal that the project will be funded. All control variables are signif-
icant at the 0.001 level.

Taking a closer look at Tables 3 and 4, we find an intriguing
view of words and phrases providing cues of funded and not
funded. As is perhaps to be expected, phrases which exude
negativism (not been able), or lack assurance (later i, hope to
get) are predictors of not funded.

i have not been able (β = -4.07) to finish the film because none of my
editors will see the project through to the end.

i can’t take size orders and possibly hope to get (β = -2.47) them all
made in time for christmas.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, phrases which signal lucrative offers
to potential backers (also receive two, mention your) are
positive predictors of successful funding.

i’ll thank you by name in each and every one of season one’s episodes,
and mention your (β = 2.69) own project or message at the top of one
of them.

add $40 and you will also receive two (β = 1.83) vip tickets to the
premiere screening.

In more formal terms, these positive predictors reflect the
principle of reciprocity [10] from the persuasion literature.
We next illustrate how the usage of certain phrases exhibit
subtle hints of persuasion, possibly motivating people to do-
nate [10, 12, 15]. Finally, we conclude with the design and
theoretical implications of our findings.

Reciprocity
Reciprocity is the tendency to return a favor after receiving
one [10]. Social psychologists have studied the norms of
reciprocity for many years [6, 20, 39, 41, 56]. People often
use persuasive appeals when reflecting norms of reciprocity
(i.e., “If you grant the request, I will reward you”) [12]. We
see similar phenomena in our phrase dataset: mention your,
also receive two, we can afford, pledged will are among the
top 100 positive predictors. Taking a closer look, we see that
these phrases are often used to offer a reward or a gift in
return for donation funds: mention your name in the [film,
program, introduction, thank you section, acknowledgment
section, credits of the film], pledgers will have [their pick, a
special credit], pledgers will [get, also receive, have], also
receive two [free, full passes, tickets, copies of].

everyone who has pledged (β = 5.42) $xx [or more] will get ...

if i make or exceed my goal then you will be charged what you
pledged and (β = 3.98) you will get your fantastic rewards

Control Variables β Control Variables β

Illustration -2.55 Journalism -1.12
Pop -0.79 Rock -0.5
Performance Art -0.46 Film & Video -0.44
Children’s Book -0.40 Mixed Media -0.35
Country & Folk -0.2 Music -0.11
Public Art -0.09 Electronic Music -0.08
Short Film -0.04 Project Duration -0.01

Table 6. The 14 control variables which have non-zero predictive power
to signal that the project will be not funded. All control variables are
significant at the 0.001 level.

we’ll mention your (β = 2.69) name in the sleeve of our full length
album (which you’ll get the download code for) and you get our
summer darling ep with additional never before released bonus track

A particularly interesting top predictor for funded projects
was good karma and (β = 2.04).

i will thank you on my website, send you good karma and (β = 2.04)
give you a free digital download of the big spoon ep.

you’ll get an mp3 of a previously unreleased song delivered to you via
email before anyone else hears it. i also trust that you’ll accrue some
good karma and i’ll be truly grateful to have you on the team.

However, not all offers are alluring enough to attract back-
ers. Low offers are often rejected [22, 42]. For example, the
phrase dressed up is one of the top negative predictors in
our dataset. On searching the corpus of not funded projects,
the phrase usage reveals offers which are perhaps too low to
attract backer attention.

you get a physical copy of the ep, a rigoletto shirt, a rigoletto sticker,
and a skype date with us dressed up (β = -4.52) as celebrities.

**extremely limited** you will be our vip victim! we’ll get you all
dressed up in period clothing and have you be a victim in one of the
paranormal crime scene set ups! (you are responsible for transportation
and accommodations in utah. don’t worry, i’ll get you a deal with a
hotel!) now that’s killer!

Another dimension of reciprocity is ‘personalization’, a tactic
often used by recommendation systems [33] and web person-
alization engines [50], whereby the person trying to persuade
offers products and services that appeal to people.

but we are going to ask that you send us a photo of yourself to be used
in a (β = 2.82) collage featured in a piece of selfless season artwork.

your vocal will be used in a similar way as a line or two of lead vocal
- not just a faded background vocal.

Scarcity
People attach more value to products and opportunities which
are rare, distinct, limited in supply or are available for a
limited time [10]. For example, the following excerpt from a
successful project pitch emphasizes limited time availability:

for anyone who comes by and was thinking of pledging, the option is
(β = 2.59) still there until 5:04 pm on 17 october. if you want the lower
calendar price and no shipping charges, or if any of the rewards tickle
your fancy, they’re still available through kickstarter until monday
afternoon.

Additionally, exclusivity is often harnessed while making
offers, leading to higher chances of acceptance [10, 11].
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